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Abstract— In the field of Optical Character Recognition 

(OCR), zoning is used to extract topological information 

from patterns. In this paper we propose Zone based features 

for recognition of the Printed Gujarati Characters. A digital 

image is divided into 64 zones and pixel density is 

computed for each zone. This procedure is sequentially 

repeated for entire zone. Finally 64 features are extracted for 

classification and recognition. There could be some zone 

column/row having empty foreground pixels. Hence the 

feature value of such particular zone column/row in the 

feature vector is zero. The KNN classifier is used to classify 

the printed  Gujarati Characters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Optical Character Recognition Is the most important gift 

given by Computer science to the mankind. It has made lot 

off tedious work easy and speedy. OCR is the translation of 

scanned images of handwritten, typewritten or printed 

document into machine encoded form. This machine 

encoded form is editable text and compact in size further the 

optical character recognition can be classified as offline 

recognition and online recognition. The offline recognition 

is associated with static applications in which entire 

document first scanned and then processed to recognize, 

while the online recognition is associated with dynamic 

application as web application where we need recognized 

result simultaneously or within a fraction of time. 

The various stages of OCR techniques: [1] 

A. Digitization:  

In this phase the printed or hand written Data  converted    

into     the digital     form by scanning the  document or by 

digitizer. 

B. Preprocessing:  

This phase performs various  operations like binarization, 

contour smoothing,    noise    reduction, skew detection and 

finally sketeletonization of the digital(3.)  

C. Segmentation :  

Segmentation is an integral     part of  Any   Text   based  

recognition system. Segmentation phase Include   basically   

three  phases, i.e.  line     segmentation, character 

segmentation, word Segmentation [2].  

D. Feature Extraction and Clasification:    

It is the   process of extracting the relevant object/alphabets      

to from     feature  vectors.  This  feature vector is then used  

by classifiers to recognize   the input unit with target output  

unit [1][3]. 

E. Post Processing: 

The output of the OCR generally contains error;  the  

debugging  responsibility is perform by  this phase [1][2]. 

Image [1][2]. 

 
Fig. 1: Generalized Procedure of image processing 

II. PROCEDURE 

OCR is the translator which recognize the text into machine-

editable from where the text may be available in the form of 

handwritten or typed [6]. OCR is used for many 

applications. 

Whenever  any  text  document,  which  is needed  

to be edit at that time the document is scanned  first then  it 

will be converted   into a  Bitmap  image  for  removing  

noise  from  image, after  removing  the noise from  the   

image  it will be checked for the skew detection  where 

edges will be checked  of  the document, now the very 

important part comes  into an action  that is segmentation  

where documents will be segme- nted by line, word and by 

character. After the segmentation process  Feature 

Extraction  process  comes  into  the picture, which will 

extract the character by its feature after this phase 

classification will be done from the feature database and 

training database where error correction process will be 

done on the Bitmap image, now the image will be in the 

editable form. 

This is how the process on the text document is 

done and the document will be able to edit, so that further 

changes or updating may be possible on the document. The 

documents may be of handwritten, scanned or any picture. 

Optical Character Recognition can be done via few   

phase that can be understood with the point no III, IV, V i.e. 

where all Phase will describe its functionality its features 

and future scope for the particular phase as described under. 

 The flow of the process is as shown in the diagram 

that can be helpful to understand the general procedure of 

the Optical – Character Recognition system. 
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Fig. 2: Procedure of General OCR [6]. 

III. SEGMENTATION 

In computer vision, segmentation refers to the process of 

partitioning a digital image into multiple segments (sets of 

pixels, also known as super pixels). The goal of 

segmentation is to simplify and/or change the representation 

of an image into something that is more meaningful and 

easier to analyze. Image segmentation is typically used to 

locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images. 

More precisely, image segmentation is the process of 

assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that pixels 

with the same label share certain visual characteristics. 

The result of image segmentation is a set of  

segment that collectively cover   the   entire  image,  or  a  

set    of   contours  extracted  from   the  image. Each  of   

the   pixels   in  region is similar with      respect to  some  

characteristic   or   computed property, such as colour, 

intensity, or  texture. Adjacent regions are significantly 

different with respect to the same characteristic. When 

applied to a  stack  of  images,  typical   in     Medical  

imaging, the resulting contours  after  image  segmentation  

can  be used  to create 3D reconstructions with  the  help of 

Interpo-lation  algorithms  like marching cubes. 

Segmentation can be done by line segmentation, word and 

by Characters. 

In line segmentation as we can see the  complete  

image is coverd by line segmentation   process, 

segmentation is applied and the image is  segmented  in   the 

line by line that will be further segmented for the word and 

then for the characters.Line segmentation is done by 

scanning   the  whole image horizontally. Frequency of    

black pixels in each row is  counted in Order to construct the 

row histogram [3].   

 
Fig. 3: Scanned Document Image. 

 
Fig. 4: Character segmented image 

Word Segmentation can be handle  by the column histogram 

[3]. The  portion of  the  line with    continuous  black  

pixels is consider as the word  in  that particular line. if no 

black portion is  found  then  it will be consider as  the  

space  between   that word. Character segmentation   is 

generalized from column hist ogram.  Frequency of   black 

pixels in each column  is counted  in order to construct  the 

column  histogram. The position bet -ween  two consecutive 

characters, where the number  of pixels in a column is zero 

denotes a boundary between the characters. 

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Different characters have different features, on the basis of 

these features the characters are recognized. Thus feature 

extr- ction can be defined as the process of extracting 

differentiating features from the matrices of digital 

character. [1]. After char- acter  segmentation, each  

character  is  processed  through  a featurizzation  routine 

where the best-describing features will be extracted. 

 It extracts the features of symbols. Features are the 

charact- eristics.  In this,  symbols are  characterized  and  

unimportant attributes are left out. The feature extraction 

technique does not match concrete  character   patterns,  but  

rather makes  note of abstract  features  present  in a 

character  such as  intersections, open spaces, lines, etc. 

Feature extraction is concerned with the representation of 

symbols. The character image is mapped to  a higher level 

by extracting special characteristics of  the   image in  the  

feature  extraction  phase [3].  The  basic   featurization  

routines were developed and can be used. We have used 

featu- res for our  experiment which are  statistical  features   

that    is Zoning Density. 

In Zoning, the character image is  divided  into  

N×M zones. From each zone features are extracted to form 

the feature vect- or. The goal of zoning is to obtain  the local 

rather than   global characteristics. We have created 16 (4 * 

4)  zones of  8 * 8  size each out of  our 32 * 32 normalized 

samples by horizontal  and vertical division. By dividing the  

number  of foreground pixels in each zone by total number 

of pixels in each zone  i.e.  64  weobtained the density of  

each zone. Thus we obtained 16 zoning density features. 
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Fig. 5:16 zones of 32*32 normalized character Gujarati 

Character “વ” („v‟). 

Algorithm : Zone based pixel density feature extraction 

                     System 

 

Input: Preprocessed printed Gujarati Character Image. 

 

Output: Features for Classification and Recognition. 

 

Begin 

 

(1) Divide the input digit image into 64 zones of size 8 x 8. 

(2) Compute the pixel density for each zone. 

(3) Repeat this procedure sequentially for all zones. 

(4) Finally, 64 features will be obtained for classification 

and   

     recognition using K-NN classifier. 

End 
After feature extraction that particular character is resized in 

to 32 * 32 size. Based  on  the  feature of  the character the 

feature vectors  identified 

V. CLASSIFICATION 

For trining the data we have created the data set that has 

been shown in the figure accordingly we have classified the 

gujarati characters. 

 
Fig, 6: Classification table of Gujarati characters 

KNN is an non parametric lazy learning algorithm.A 

technique  is non parametric, it means that it does not make 

any assumpt- ions on the underlying data  distribution. This 

is pretty  useful , as in the real world , most of the  practical  

data does not obey the  typical  theoretical  assumptions  

made . Non    parametric algorithms  like KNN come to the 

rescue here. It is also  a  lazy algorithm. What this means is 

that it does not use  the   training data points to do any 

 generalization.  In  other  words,      there is no explicit 

training phase or it is very minimal. This    means the 

training phase is pretty fast . Lack of generalization   means 

that KNN keeps all the training data.  More exactly, all the 

trai- ning data is needed during the testing phase.  Most of   

the lazy algorithms especially KNN makes decision based 

on the entire training data set . For classification of the 

character       various classification techniques are being 

used we have used      K-NN classifier uses the instance 

based learning by relating  unknown pattern to the known 

according to some distance or  some other similarity 

function. It  classifies  the object  by majority vote of its 

neighbor. Because it considers  only  neighbor    object  to  a 

particular level, It uses local approximation of distance 

functio- n. It  means  lazy  or  instance  learning  is  used  in  

K-NN .   K  specifies the number of nearest neighbors to be 

considered  and the class of majority of these   neighbors  is 

determined as    the class of unknown pattern.  It  is  notable  

that  class of  object is altered in both cases. 

D(x,y)=√∑ (       ) 
   

2                                  (1) 

 

 
Fig. 7: Classification of objects using K-NN with k=3 and 5 

At k=3  the unknown  sample  will  be  classified  

as  triangular shape  object    while  at  k=5  it  will  be  

classified as diamond shape object   as  shown  in the   

figure 7.  

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In Gujarati, there are 34* consonants and 11 vowels. 2 

images per character with font size 12 is taken which results 

in a total of 748 images. These 748 images are used for 

training data set. For testing, characters which are 

segmented from the scanned document by pre-processing  

are taken.  Feature   extraction is done using PCA. The 

Hopfield neural network with 900 input neurons and 900 

output neurons are used for classification with training and 

testing pattern selected as above. 
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Fig. 8: Chart for Recognition Rate and Error Rate 
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Fig. 9: Accuracy Result using proposed Approch 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Optical character recognition for Gujarati scanned document 

is challenging work. It needs good pre-processing for 

classificati- on of characters. The techniques so far used for 

Guajarati script recognition is limited. In our current 

approach, the character s are  extracted  by  Zoning  Density  

and  classified  by    K-NN algorithm with 994.75% of 

Recognition Rate. 

The main advantage of  Zoning density is that the it 

can applied on any size of the character.  It is the method 

that can handle the joint character. 
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